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Summary 

At VMware, putting the customer first has been taken to a new level. VMware’s IT organization, long an early 
adopter of VMware’s IT-as-a-Service products and technologies, has engaged as “Customer One” to formally 
experience, document, and improve the process of performing VMware product upgrades. After recognizing 
that the previous product upgrade received overwhelming feedback from customers regarding the 
deployment processes and their confusion with some of the new features, VMware put its IT organization on 
the front lines to experience and expose future upgrade packages to more real-world use case scenarios, 
including product scalability and usability, before the product went to general release.  

 

“We discovered potential problems in the deployment process that our customers would normally 
experience,” said Sunyo Suhaimi, IT program director, cloud transformation. “It became clear that improving 
the upgradability of our products and delivering a better customer experience in that area was imperative.” 

The Journey 

An internal initiative, Customer One is sponsored by VMware’s Customer Advocacy in a partnership with 
Corporate IT, R&D, and Global Support Services (GSS), and is designed to have IT encounter all of the 
customer’s VMware touch points when going through a product deployment. Its goal is to deploy and test 
real-word IT use cases in development, testing, and production environments. Launched in the first quarter of 
2013, the program formed partly in response to the difficulty many customers experienced upgrading to 
vSphere 5.1, the latest generation of VMware’s cloud platform. Customers had a number of issues deploying 
this upgrade, with things such as single sign-on and third-party plug-ins. To ensure the best possible outcomes 
when vCloud Suite 2013 launches in September, IT decided to put itself in the customer’s shoes. 

 

Job Simon, vice president of IT strategy and architecture, underscored the value of having VMware’s 
Enterprise IT organization standing in the shoes of the customer. “Customer One is an integral part of IT’s 
partnership with R&D and Global Support and drives higher quality levels for a great customer experience,” 
Simon noted. “IT is now engaged in all phases, from beta through release code, RTM to general availability. 
The express intention is to validate real-world enterprise IT use cases and provide that feedback via GSS to 
R&D, resulting in IT production deployment before general availability.” 

 

VMware has long had a “VMware on VMware” program where IT uses all its products and technologies; 
Customer One now formalizes the service experience. Under Customer One, the VMware IT organization has 
upgraded to the vCloud Suite 2013 platform with a more than 40 mission-critical applications workload, such 
as ERP, Portals (including Spring tc), and middleware. 

 

With Customer One, IT receives no preferential treatment. When they have a problem, they must submit a 
service request and wait for feedback and resolution. Never mind that the best subject matter experts and 
product engineers might be just across campus or a phone call or e-mail away; IT must submit a service 
request like any other beta customer. Then they document their service experiences in terms of response time 
and quality of expertise to fix their problem. They offer feedback to other VMware organizations through 
weekly meetings designed to formally put the customer experience on the release path. 

 

As the entire industry continues its transformation from a client-server architecture to that of cloud, IT is 
transforming into a service business, noted Joe Marko, director IT operations, infrastructure services. 
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“In this new environment, VMware delivers the architecture, technology and services to ensure that a true, 
software-defined data center becomes a reality,” Marko noted. 

 

VMware leverages a hybrid cloud platform for maximum flexibility, he added. “The hybrid cloud allows us to 
run part of our workload in our private cloud, yet leverage our internal private cloud —"OneCloud "— and 
vCHS as cloud service providers for additional capacity when needed,” Marko said. “The strength of this 
approach is that customers can extend their private infrastructure into the public cloud by using VMware tools 
to effect this transformation in a timely, cost-effective manner.” 

 

Suhaimi program manages the Customer One initiative in IT, driving the deployment of vCloud Suite 2013 to 
all of the VMware IT applications workloads. As with any deployment, ensuring business continuity and 
minimizing user downtimes are top IT priorities. 

 

“We’re trying for zero downtime in the upgrade to the vCloud Suite 2013 platform,” said Suhaimi.  “Upgrades 
would be a lot easier if we could take the applications down for a few hours, but at today’s pace of business, 
that’s not really acceptable. Today’s agile methodologies and frequent release cycles mean that sometimes 
testing gets compressed just prior to release. We are holding ourselves to the highest standards for our 
customers.” 

 

Eric Wansong, vice president, customer advocacy at VMware, underscored the importance of IT’s role in this 
cross-organizational program. “I’m proud of corporate IT’s commitment to walking in the shoes of our 
customers, particularly as it relates to upgrading our products to the latest versions,” said Wansong. “This 
activity is a direct result of feedback from customers, and it is great to see the company’s quick response to 
that feedback.” 

 

IT’s focus is not on the technical aspects of the products, but more on real-world use case scenarios and on 
increasing its participation in VMware’s beta program to uncover potential install, upgrade, and usage 
challenges before general release. Previously, VMware had very limited metrics for the deployment process. 
How long should it take? How many steps would it take? What is the quality of communication about 
implementation best practices? Through Customer One, IT is helping to develop metrics to optimize 
deployments and engages as a partner across VMware to help customer-facing organizations improve their 
product content and delivery. 

 

“A successful ‘journey to the cloud’ involves technology, but more importantly must include people and 
processes,” noted Suhaimi. “Great technology can go awry if your cloud vendor isn’t organized to support best 
practices in deployment. Customer One is our way of vetting our own organizational alignment to ensure that 
everyone is ready to support customers. If there are any ‘bugs’ in the deployment business practices, IT is 
going to experience them in beta so they can be fixed prior to general release.” 

 

As a vCloud Suite 2013 beta customer, VMware IT is testing and deploying the products through development, 
test, and production environments and at scale. Initially Customer One is targeting the vCloud Suite 2013 
deployment process, but eventually the program can help provide a better customer experience for all new 
product releases. 
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“We received no special treatment and had no special packages or anything else the beta customer’s didn’t 
have,” said Suhaimi. “IT compiled its ‘learnings and experiences’ to share with Customer One partner 
organizations internally in an effort to improve the customer experience.” 

 

IT can post to community bulletin boards, complete the beta program homework assignments, listen to 
customer community discussions, and ask questions of other beta users. VMware IT downloaded the beta 
packages from the beta customer portal site, getting the same version as everyone else in the beta program. 
They receive the same email updates from the beta program team as other beta customers. By early summer 
IT was busy deploying the vCloud Suite 2013 platform to all development and testing environments, and they 
would eventually deploy to production environments by the product general availability in September. 

 

The Benefits 

“Our goal is to improve product quality by validating our products during the beta phase within our own 
VMware IT production environment,” said Suhaimi. “We are excited to share the results of this more rigorous 
validation and testing program with our customers at VMworld.” 


